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Dear Reader,

We are just a few short weeks away from the 108th
Session of the International Labour Conference which
will serve as the high point of the ILO Centenary
celebrations and provide an excellent opportunity to
engage in thematic debates and events related to the
Future of Work. We invite you to stay connected and
follow the Conference highlights for insights on how
the ILO will pursue its mandate for social justice in the
rapidly evolving circumstances of the world of work.
Read more

We also have the pleasure to announce that the Youth
Employment Project in Egypt - Decent Jobs for Egypt’s
Young People – Tackling the Challenge Together –
received the Teamwork Award during this years’ ILO
recognition award competition. See “News”, below, for
additional information and to access details about the
team.
 
The Employment Policy Department

LATEST PUBLICATIONS - PUBLICATIONS LES PLUS RÉCENTES - ÚLTIMAS PUBLICACIONES

Policy Brief: Making digital skills initiatives inclusive of
young persons with disabilities

Prepared by partners of the Global Initiative on Decent Jobs for
Youth, the brief sheds light on mainstreaming accessibility in
digital skills programmes and identifies measures to improve the
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digital skills programmes and identifies measures to improve the
inclusiveness of digital skills initiatives for young persons with
disabilities. The brief will be launched in May during the Decent
Jobs for Youth annual conference in Rome, Italy. (Forthcoming)

Migrant workers' skills portability in Africa at regional
economic community and continental level

The report focuses on regional arrangements for skills portability
and reflects on the feasibility of international qualifications
frameworks. By providing policy pointers, it looks to address the
conceptual and practical needs of policy-makers or any other
stakeholders that may be interested in establishing mutual
recognition mechanisms. Read more

UPCOMING EVENTS - EVÈNEMENTS À VENIR - FUTUROS EVENTOS

Boosting skills for a just transition and the Future of Work. 6 June. ILO,
Geneva, Switzerland.

Organized as part of the ILO’s Green Week and World Environment Day, the event focuses
attention on ensuring the right skills for green jobs to make the transition to a greener
economy. The event will also present the results of a new joint study conducted by the ILO
and the European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop) in 32
Countries. Government representatives, social partners, experts and practitioners will
discuss the results of comparative research and to identify key policy challenges,
solutions and good practices in the transition to greener economic activities. Read more

The World Employment Programme: Past, present and future. 4 June. ILO,
Geneva, Switzerland.

The event will celebrate the 50th anniversary of the launch of the World Employment
Programme and its contributions to the work of the ILO and its Members States, and will
reflect on the lessons learned from the past to influence present and future
approaches. Read more

Youth Employment Funders' Group annual meeting. 30 May. Rome, Italy.

The annual meeting of the Youth Employment Funders Group (YEFG) aims to strengthen
collaboration between donors to address the youth employment challenge in a more
coordinated and effective manner. Read more

Registration open: Annual conference of Decent Jobs for Youth – Rights and
voices of youth. 28-29 May. Rome, Italy.

Under the theme “Rights and Voices of Youth”, this year’s annual conference of the Global
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Under the theme “Rights and Voices of Youth”, this year’s annual conference of the Global
Initiative for Decent Jobs for Youth invites a reflection on the transformative power of
collective action in advancing a youth employment agenda that is rights-based, inclusive,
and results-oriented. It will bring together partners to stimulate innovative thinking,
facilitate a dialogue and broker collaboration among participants, and mobilize potential
will and resources to scale up investment and impact in youth employment. Particular
focus will be on job creation strategies that foster the rights and voices of young
people. Register here

RECENT EVENTS - EVÈNEMENTS LES PLUS RÉCENTS - ÚLTIMOS EVENTOS

14-15 May STRENGTHEN: Global knowledge-sharing workshop. ILO,
Geneva, Switzerland.
The STRENGTHEN project has been supporting countries with
mainstreaming employment in trade and sectoral policies.
This interactive workshop shared knowledge based on project
studies, presented employment impact assessment tools and
identified strategies for involving sectoral and trade
stakeholders in policy discussions to foster more and better
jobs. Read more
 

6-17 May Academy on Employment: Learning from the past and
preparing for the future. ITC/ILO, Turin, Italy.
This first edition of the Academy on Employment provided a
platform to promote more effective employment policies and
programmes by means of building on evidence and good
practice, through knowledge sharing and peer learning. Read
more
 

6-10 May Promoting quality apprenticeships in enterprises, ITC/ILO,
Turin, Italy.
Organized by the ITC-ILO in collaboration with the Skills and
Employability Branch of the ILO’s Employment Policy
Department and the European Training Foundation, the course
provided practical guidance for building suitable and
sustainable apprenticeship systems. Forty-four participants
from 15 countries took part in the training activities and
engaged in an in-depth discussion on improving existing
apprenticeship systems for the future of work. Read more
 

7-10 May The ILO calls for inclusive structural transformation at the
LED Regional Forum for Latin America and the Caribbean.
Barranquilla, Colombia.
The ILO’s engagement in this 3rd Regional Forum on Local
Economic Development (LED) included participation in the
opening session and contributions towards the design and
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opening session and contributions towards the design and
facilitation of one of the eight thematic blocks on
“Employment and economic empowerment of young people,
women and vulnerable sectors”. Read more
 

25-26 April African Youth Unite for Action Forum. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Organized by the African Union Commission in partnership
with the ILO, the African Youth Unite for Action Forum sought to
engage African youth and co-create solutions to the most
pressing challenges encountered by young people in the
continent. The event included the participation of the Global
Initiative for Decent Jobs for Youth and the ILO. Read more
 

12 April Skills development and the future of work in
Bangladesh. ILO, Geneva, Switzerland. Part of the
Employment Seminar Series
The seminar provided a platform to exchange lessons learned
on skills development and discuss policy responses by the
Government of Bangladesh in the context of the future of
work. Mr. Anir Chowdhury, the Policy Advisor at ‘a2i – Innovative
for All’, Government of Bangladesh, shared the government’s
experiences in skills development and job creation
programmes. Read more
 

12 April World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) workshop
- Boosting youth employment and entrepreneurship in the
digital economy. Geneva, Switzerland.
Within the context of the Digital Jobs for Youth thematic
priority of the Global Initiative for Decent Jobs for Youth, the ITU
in partnership with UNIDO and ILO held a thematic workshop
on “Boosting Youth Employment and Entrepreneurship in the
Digital Economy” at the WSIS Forum. The workshop brought
together young leaders and experts on digital skills
development, youth employment and entrepreneurship, and
women’s economic empowerment to discuss issues pertaining
the world of work for the Digital Skills for Jobs Campaign. Read
more
 

11 April 2019 Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) Partnership
Forum. New York, United States.
The Forum reviewed multi-stakeholder partnerships around
five SDGs and showcased good practices and lessons learned
on the role of multi-stakeholder partnerships in driving
inclusion and impacts. Ms Susana Puerto from the Global
Initiative for Decent Jobs for Youth participated as a panellist
in Session II to discuss how multi-stakeholder partnership can
serve as a lever to drive inclusion and impact the
implementation of the SDGs, especially in providing decent
jobs for young people around the world. Read more
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jobs for young people around the world. Read more
 

8-9 April 2019 ECOSOC Youth Forum. New York, United States.
The Forum provided a platform for young leaders from around
the world to engage in a dialogue among themselves and with
United Nations Member States and to share ideas for
advancing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the
Addis Ababa Action Agenda, and the Paris Climate Agreement.
The Global Initiative for Decent Jobs for Youth was highlighted
at the event, and the UN Major Group for Children and Youth
(UNMGCY) announced its commitment to the Initiative at
the forum. For the complete list of new members announcing
their commitments to the Initiative, click here. Read more
 
Knowledge-sharing initiatives, workshops and meetings
organized in April under the “Applying the G20 Training
Strategy: A partnership of the ILO and the Russian
Federation”:

Second session of the technical working group under the
pilot: "Analysis of the short-term demand for the skilled
labour force" – A way forward
Practice demonstration technical workshop: In-depth
review of practices and approaches to development of
occupational standards and qualifications
ILO hosts the first-ever national social dialogue to
strategize Jordan’s Sector Skills Councils’ knowledge
sharing strategy
Experts from the G20TS Project countries: Armenia,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Russian Federation discussed
the achievements and outstanding challenges in their
countries' VET systems
Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Russian Federation
shared experience in development of occupational
standards, qualifications and assessment tools

2-4 April Workshop on Quality Apprenticeships for West Africa.
Abidjan, Ivory Coast.
The ILO-led workshop, facilitated knowledge sharing on Quality
Apprenticeships, a thematic priority of the Global Initiative for
Decent Jobs for Youth. It provided a unique opportunity for the
representatives of tripartite delegations from Benin, Burkina
Faso, Ivory Coast, Mali, Niger and Togo to discuss the
challenges and opportunities for designing quality
apprenticeship systems Read more
 

11-13 March Youth networks and designing the future together. Paris,
France.
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The ILO was represented at the Annual Meeting of the Inter-
Agency Network on Youth Development (UN-IANYD) that
commemorated the 10-year mark for the Network. Youth
representatives and various UN entities collectively identified
areas for priority actions by the network. These actions will
contribute to the implementation of the UN Youth Strategy, as
well as to other joint initiatives contributing to it such as
the Global Initiative on Decent Jobs for Youth. Read more

 

NEWS - NOUVELLES - NOTICIAS

• Youth Employment Project in Egypt receives Teamwork award. “Decent
Jobs for Egypt’s Young People – Tackling the Challenge Together” project
receives “Teamwork” award in this years’ ILO recognition award
competition. Read more
 

• Article: Global ILO knowledge-sharing workshop brings partner countries
together for “Strengthening the Impact on Employment of Sectoral and
Trade Policies”. Delegates from the nine countries of the STRENGTHEN
project gathered for a knowledge-sharing workshop aimed to harvest and
reflect on lessons learned from this innovative global initiative. Read more
 

• Transitioning to the formal economy through technology: The trends
towards e-formality. This article by Juan Chacaltana and Vicky Leung
highlights how new technologies can be used to facilitate the transition to
formality. Read more
 

• ILO launches soft skills training for apprenticeship graduates in
Tanzania. Following the successful conclusion of the Skills-Up
apprenticeship pilot project, the initiative aimed at filling skills-gap among
some 200 apprenticeship programme beneficiaries. Read more
 

• Appeal: The ILO response to the Idai and Kenneth cyclones in
Mozambique. The ILO has launched an appeal to its development partners to
support the response to Cyclone Idai and Kenneth in Mozambique. The
intervention aims to contribute to the restoration of public services using
resilient construction methods while generating short-term employment for
young workers in the most affected provinces. The estimated funding need is
USD 13 million, from 2019-2021. Read more
 

• ITCILO: Building suitable and sustainable apprenticeship systems. Forty-
four participants from 15 countries took part in a training activity on
“Promoting quality apprenticeships in enterprises”, held on campus from 6
to 10 May. Read more
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• New website: SKILL-UP Programme: Upgrading skills for the changing
world of work. The SKILL-UP Programme is a joint effort of the ILO  and the
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs aimed at helping ILO member States
enhance their skills systems to take advantage of new
opportunities resulting from global drivers of change. Read more
 

• European Youth Forum (YFJ) joined the Global Initiative on Decent Jobs
for Youth and launched a publication on the future of work. The European
Youth Forum, a platform representing over 100 youth organizations and
advocating for the rights of young people in Europe, has made
a commitment to the Global Initiative on Decent Jobs for Youth. The
commitment focuses on advocating for the creation of a youth-inclusive
labour market by developing policy-makers, youth organizations, and young
people’s understanding of the impacts of the future of work for Europe’s
youth and how to respond to them. As a part of YFJ’s commitment to Decent
Jobs for Youth, YFJ hosted an event in Brussels to launch the European Youth
Forum's new publication, “The Future of Work and Youth”. Fleur Rondelez from
ILO Brussels participated in the event and gave the opening remarks. Read
more

MULTIMEDIA - MULTIMÉDIA - MULTIMEDIA

• Video: Lifelong learning and skills development: Interview with Sir Alan
Tuckett, OBE

• Video: Lifelong learning and skills development: Interview with Dr. Paul Ryan

• The photo below features participants of the STRENGTHEN global knowledge-
sharing workshop. 14-15 May. ILO HQ.

 
Feel free to share this newsletter among your colleagues and network.
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Feel free to share this newsletter among your colleagues and network.
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